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Introduction

Executive Summary

Dutch civil servants from a number of different departments and ministries met in Den
Hague, 1-5 October 2007, for a week of dialogue studios (Week van de Dialoog). The week
was hosted by Bureau ABD and designed and implemented by Generon Reos. The
Studo focused on two themes: sustainable development and collaboration within the
Dutch Civil Service.  The meeting involved in-depth learning about practical initiatives,
team building, idea creation and planning next steps in the areas of collaboration and
sustainable development in the civil service and the Netherlands.

During the week a number of studios were held for different groups of Dutch civil
servants to learn about addressing complex social problems collaboratively. The
underlying aim of all the studios was to give participants experience and working
knowledge of one complete cycle of a U-process, a social technology for innovation in
complex social situations. Several tracks were created to give each group an experience
of a U-process to address their unique issues.

In this document we summarize the journey that various group underwent during the
week of dialogue. More detailed proceeding are attached as appendices for those who are
interested in the details. The results of groups that co-created innovations are captured
for the reader, as are next steps and further action.

The week began in the Spanish House (Spaanse Hof) where 90 members of the civil
service experienced a day of the U-process as applied to the questions of collaboration
within the Dutch civil service. After the first day of introductions and exploring the U-
process, our journey leads us to the Buitenhuis Future Centre where smaller, more
intensive studios took place for a variety of groups on different topics.  We follow the
experience of the Candidates from the Candidates Programme (ABD-
Kandidatenprogramma) who were given training in the U-process methods and application
before they entered the sustainable development studios as participants. Concurrently,
we follow the experiences of the participants of  the Case Adoption (Casus Adoptie)
studio.

The two sustainable development (Duurzame Ontwikkeling) studios began the next day,
one focused on climate change, the other on protein and the food system. Whilst there is
overlap in the subject matter of these two groups, participants had the opportunity to
join separate groups so that each group could explore the issues in more depth.  The
groups reconvened for the final phase on Thursday to share their ideas and invite others
to take action on their initiatives for sustainable development.
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An additional dialogue studio took place on Thursday 4th October for the Districts
(Krachtwijken).  The districts group underwent a U-process to address collaboration in
their work together.

Evaluation was a running theme in all the studios.  The experiences and evaluations of
participants in the studios were obtained for every session. This data was applied to
modify the design of the studios.  Evaluation took many forms including: questionnaires
(pre and post), voting with coloured cards, verbally through check-in and check-outs,
and discussion in plenary.

After the studios were finished on Thursday 4th October, participants were invited to
join ABD and members of the Generon Reos team on Friday 5th October at The
Spanish House het Spaanse Hof for an opportunity for Dutch civil service members to
explore the U-process further and discuss its application to complex, social problems.

A Note on Methodology

Mia Eisenstadt and Julian Roberts wrote this document based on written notes, mp3
recordings and photographs of each studio.  Paulijn de Bruijne, Stephanie Colenberg and
Harold van Biemen from Bureau ABD assisted in the documentation process.

This document is intended to provide a snapshot of what happened during the week and
to act as a guide for those who went through the experience and those who were not
present but wish to know more. However, it is a necessary fact that not all proceedings
and conversations were captured.

The participants’ names are given for each studio, but all quotes are anonymous.

Thank You,

Ton van der Wiel, Project Manager, Bureau ABD
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Schedule of Dialogue Studios

Day 1 Monday, 01st October

Introduction to Dialogue Studios
Speech by Adam Kahane
Studio on collaboration

Day 2 Tuesday, 2nd October

 Candidates Studio (ABD-Kandidatenprogramma)
 Case Adoption Studio (Casus Adoptie)

Day 3 Wednesday, 3rd October

Sustainability Development Studios (Duurzame Ontwikkeling):
• Protein Chain Studio
• Climate Change Studio

Day 4 Thursday, 4th October

Sustainable Development Studios:
• Protein Chain Studio
• Climate Change Studio

 Sustainable Development Open Space
  Districts Studio
 Candidates Meeting and Debrief
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A Note on Process: The U-process

The key process informing the Dialogue Studio was the U-process.

The U-Process, co-developed by Joseph Jaworski and Otto Scharmer, is a social
technology for addressing highly complex challenges – for solving complex problems or
realizing complex opportunities. It is an innovation process, a theory, a set of practices,
and a language for producing extraordinary breakthroughs within and across the worlds
of business, government, and civil society.

In using the U-Process, an individual or team undertakes three activities or movements:
Sensing the current reality of the system of which they are part, carefully and in depth;
Presencing and reflecting to allow their “inner knowing” to emerge, about what is going
on and what they have to do; and Realizing, acting swiftly to bring forth a new reality.

Connected to these three phases, the U-Process outlines seven “capacities” that enable
the process of re-generation and which again apply both at an individual and a group
level. These practices are: suspending, redirecting, letting go, letting come, crystallizing,
prototyping, and institutionalizing. The processes of prototyping and institutionalizing
may make the most sense as group practices.

The U-Process is simultaneously a cutting-edge technology and a distillation of ancient
wisdom. We believe it’s a process that many creative people-business and social
entrepreneurs, inventors, artists-use when they generate breakthroughs. The U-Process
takes what has previously been an individual, tacit, intuitive, and largely un-replicable
practice, and embodies it in a methodology that can be used collectively and consciously
to open up and make visible concrete fields of opportunity.

When used collectively, the U-Process creates shared learning spaces within which teams
of highly diverse individuals become capable of operating as a single intelligence. This
mode of operation allows them to share what each of them knows, so that together they
can see the whole system and their roles in enacting it. The resulting “system sight”
enables extraordinarily effective individual and collective leadership. From this place of
greater clarity and connection, the teams are able to co-create breakthrough innovations
that address their most complex challenges.

While the U-Process may at first impression appear to be a linear process (sense-
presence-realize), it actually has a holographic quality to it by which we mean that each
part reflects and contains the whole. The capacities and movements are related to each
other and while one may be in focus at a given time, the others are always present as
well. You do not need only one capacity at a time! Part of the beauty of the U-Process is
that it is immediately recognizable to many people on the surface and at the same time
opens doors to ever deeper levels of understanding.

A large and growing body of basic research on the U-Process has been developed over
the last twenty years. The core of this research consists of over 150 interviews with some
of the world’s leading entrepreneurs, scientists, and artists, from businessman David
Marsing-to economist Brian Arthur-to cognitive scientist Francisco Varela-to violinist
Miha Pogacnik. The U-Process is the synthesis of these diverse innovation experiences,
and therefore resonates across a range of contexts and cultures.
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Results

All the groups during the week underwent an entire U-process in their separate streams
to learn the theory and practice of the U-process. By Thursday evening, six studios were
completed. This began with the collaboration studio on Monday, the Candidates and
Case Adoption studios on Tuesday, the sustainable development studios on Wednesday
and Thursday and the Districts studio on Thursday.

The first aim of the week was to give these groups an experience of the U-process to
provide them with a tool for innovation in complex social problems. The second aim
was to produce practical innovations for each topic that the studios addressed.

Collaboration Studio

This studio focused on collective sensing exercises to introduce over 90 participants to
the U-process. The aim was to familiarise themselves with current government policy
towards collaboration and achieving the goals of the Cabinet Programme. The sensing
was done by voting with coloured cards. The majority voted that they would not achieve
the results of the Cabinet Programme if they continued to do what they were doing.
They identified barriers to collaboration that spanned from personal barriers to systemic
obstacles. When asked how much energy participants had for new approaches to
collaboration, 50% said it was one of their priorities and 42% said it was high on their
list of priorities. There was substantial support among the participants for new ways of
working to achieve greater collaboration within the civil service. Many participants were
inspired to learn new approaches towards sustainable development and collaboration, as
one participant put it, in order to “be the change you want to see in the world.”
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The Candidates Studio (A) (ABD-Kandidatenprogramma)

The aim of the Candidates studio was to give Candidates from ABD’s Candidates
Programme a foundation of knowledge and experience of the U-process and tools for
addressing complex problems and forming multi-stake holder partnerships. During the
time of the studio, Candidates deepened their mutual collaboration. Through various
exercises, the Candidates became a team: creating a safe space that allowed for creativity
and honest conversations.

“Implicit norms hold you back from making real change in policy, this prototyping
session was an invitation to throw away these norms, and this allows you to be creative.”

“My life ambition is bring the ideas of suspending judgment and to ask questions at my
kitchen table for the education of my children.”

The following day the candidates joined the sustainable development studios. By the end
of the studios, they improved their understanding of the U-process. At the end of the
studios, the candidates and ABD committed to the following actions:

1. To bring the design elements of the U-process into the candidates programme.

2. To facilitate U-Process teaching and outreach to other candidates with techniques
from the U-Process and maintain links with Generon Reos.

3. ABD agreed to create and participate in a community of practice around the U-
process, sustainable development and collaboration with the assistance of Generon
Reos.

4. ABD and some of the candidates agreed to incorporate methods from the U-process
into a candidates meeting on the 31st October.

Candidates Programme Participants

Wendy Asbeek-Brusse
Jos van der Haar
Yvon van Hoef
Rebecca Parzer
Frans Princen
Jan Schuring
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The Case Adoption Studio (B) (Casus Adoptie)

The Case Adoption studio ran in parallel with the Candidates studio on Tuesday. The
studio aimed to give participants knowledge of the U-process and practical experience of
embedding the Case Adoption method in government processes.  The participants had
mixed reactions to Case Adoption. Some participants were interested in its use in
effecting change, for example, “The changes in society make it necessary for government to adapt.
Case Adoption as one of the ways to adapt to change.” Many participants expressed greater
enthusiasm to address the current challenges that they faced. Several participants were
interested in trying new approaches for issues that they had previously found hard to
address. “There is real power in society.  Our government has to open up to work effectively with society.
We need to create space to experiment with new methods.”

Overall, participants felt renewed. Participants commented: “I got energy. Thanks for the
opportunity” and “I got deeper insight into the challenges that we are facing.”
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Sustainability Development Studios (C) (Duurzame Ontwikkeling)

Climate Change Studio

The aim of this studio was for participants to understand the U-process and develop
actionable ideas in the field of climate change.
The participants were talked through the U-process. They were taught the concepts of
suspending judgement and trying to see the world through the shoes of those being
observed in preparation for the learning journeys. The Learning journeys gave
participants a sample of a sensing exercise to build experiential knowledge of sustainable
ideas for social innovation. Participants reported that they took away from the
experience inspiration and fresh ideas. They then experienced connecting to source by
spending time alone on the beach during the Solo and shared their inner experiences.
“Nature is a mirror where we see ourselves.”

On the second day the pay off for gathering data and introspection came in the form of
lots of ideas to effect change on the issue of Climate Change. Small groups formed
amongst those that shared ideas and together they co-created models out of natural and
artificial objects. The models were symbolic representations of social innovations. These
models are given below:

1) “Moving together.” A model to build collaboration and build bridges between
diverse stakeholders.

2) “Believe in the system”. A model that built on civil society efforts towards
sustainability and aimed to build relationships amongst stakeholders.

3) “Continuous sustainable development”. This model was about increasing data
collection and experiential knowledge of group that are targeted for sustainable
development.

4) “Grow to flow”
A model showing the intention increase credibility and trust in the government and

requires a multi-disciplinary approach to change policy and attitudes towards
government policies.
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Protein Chain Studio

Like the climate change track, there was a dual aim to the studio: to learn the U-process
and to innovate in the context of the protein supply chain issue. In the sensing phase the
group gained knowledge of its own attitudes towards sustainability through voting on
some questions pertinent to the issues of sustainable food. The voting unveiled the
following results:

➠ The majority of the group were hopeful towards the increasing sustainability of the
Dutch food system.

➠ The majority of participants voted that current practices in the government are a
critical factor in determining its sustainability.

➠ The majority of the group thought that Dutch policy makers currently lack an
understanding of the national food system within its wider political and economic
context.

➠ The majority of the group voted that the change towards sustainability should begin
with policy makers.

➠ There was some debate on whether historically the shift towards sustainability was
top-down or bottom-up in the Dutch context.

Three sub-groups then departed for their learning journeys. On this site visits they
applied the concepts of observation and suspending judgement to gather data, and
sought inspiration and advice from individuals and sites that were making positive waves
in sustainable development. Participants then reconvened at Schrevenigen to embark on
the solo. The results of the solo were that participants reported that they felt energised,
reconnected to nature and had some profound personal and emotional reflections and
experiences.

The following day participants were bubbling with energy to put their ideas into action.
During the prototyping phase the whole group came up with many ideas on the subject
of how to approach a change in the sustainability of the food system in the Netherlands.
These are further on in this document and include innovations in education, trade
regulations, personal action for civil servants, financial instruments and approaches
towards world trade, and the cradle-to-cradle approach towards sustainable food
systems.

The group then formed sub-groups to work on topics that specifically interested them
personally. All the groups came up with innovative models for new approaches to shift
the food system in the Netherlands. The results of the models follow.
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1) A comprehensive policy towards influencing the Prime Minister’s approach
towards sustainable development. Exploring how to engage him personally.

2)  A training programme to educate emerging leaders in the field of sustainability
on the cradle-to-cradle approach and sustainability to inspire new thinking and
action on sustainability.

3) A trendy sustainable goods shop and café.

4) A holistic model of multileveled sustainable education and sustainable policies in
the food system that covered all the ideas that were put forward to initiate a mass
systems shift towards sustainable food production and consumption.

Open Space Results: Innovation Summaries

When both sustainable development tracks reconvened, facilitators suggested a self-
organisation tool to pursue the innovations in more depth. In Open Space participants
then gathered around topics that they personally had energy to pursue and implement.
The following topics or innovations are given below to recap (full details are laid out
further on in the document).

Social Innovations for sustainable development

1 System Intervention Strategy.
2 Cradle-to-Cradle leadership program.
3 How can civil servants learn about sustainable development?
4 Hip and Honest Coffee Shop.
5 To get the new PM to act on the issues of unsustainable meat production.
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Sustainable Development Studio Participants

Climate Change

Mariëlle van der Beek
Henrike Branderhorst
Gertjan Fonk
Vincent van der Gun
Joris Knops
Fieke Krikhaar
Fieneke van Loon
Rosa Lucassen
Oscar Mendlik
Henk Ovink
Erik Pool
Roel Salden
Angela Uytdewilligen
Rob Verheem
Annette de Vries
Gerard Hoogers
Norbert ten Hove
Pieter van Waasdorp

Protein

Michaela van Kampen Douwe Jan Joustra
Robine van Dooren
Ineke Hoving
Sjoerd van Dijk
Anastasia Kellermann
Derk Loorbach
Marieke van der Werf
Felix Luitwieler
Teddie Muffels
Annemieke Nijhof
Ali Rabarison
Onno Sandick
dhr. drs F JJ Princen MPA (Frans)
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Districts Studio (D) (Krachtwijken)

The focus of the Districts studio was the question of how to model good collaboration
between participants (and hence between different parts of government) in the room.
Participants consisted of representatives from central government and from Amsterdam
City. As a group of individuals the facilitators assisted them to dovetail what they
individually and organisationally needed and what they individually could offer in the
sessions and thus reported that they felt they were drawing closer together as a team.
They brainstormed ideas to work out ideas of how they could make working together
easier. The ideas included the following:

• Forming a network of practitioners (a community of practice).
• Holding monthly inspiration and exchange workshops with stake-holders.
•  Holding a U-process on an area of sustainable development such as climate

change.
• Beginning dialogue with people who would like to block processes.
• Connecting with people and places on the ground and creating demand driven

partnerships.
•  Linking with community based organisations (CBOs).
• Holding sessions with local, national authorities and other partners.

 They formed ideas on possible experiments that they could make increasing the
participation of stake-holders and evaluating more processes.

They planned to design a new organisation that would operate more closely to the
districts partnership. They were interested in comparing elements of the U-process with
their own methods to improve their own processes with the added benefit of sensing
and presencing. They then gathered together to work on the next steps for further action
together.

Districts Participants

Elly van Kooten 
Frederik van Winkelen
Ron Lemmers
Sandra Bos
Josien Kuiper

From Amsterdam:

Frank van Erkel
Larissa Wladimiroff
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Summary of Participant Evaluations (Sustainable Development and
District Studios)

At the end of the week the facilitators asked questions to evaluate the studios.
Participants wrote their answers on coloured cards, they wrote the value on the green,
the uncertainty on the yellow and the negative aspects of the studios on the red.

In terms of value the grand majority of participants fed back that they saw value in the
U-process and wanted to explore it more. There was much variation on what aspect had
most value. Participant’s answers on the value of the studios included: “trust”, “fun”,
“creativity”, “sensing”, “reflection” and  “co-creation”. One participant described the week as:
“Inspirational on a personal and systemic level”.

In terms of questions or uncertainties about the studios the majority of participants had
questions about how they would apply the U-process to their daily work and how to
proceed the following day when they returned to their offices. “Do I have the courage to put
this in practice?” There was curiosity about the process: “On what level can we pick this up and
bring it further to a change movement within government?” Evaluations cards showed that they
left with questions such as “Can we offer this workshop in Dutch to other participants? And How
do we put the U-process in policy-making?

The negative aspects of the studios that participants identified were mainly around time.
Participants responded on the cards: “Two days is too short” and “more space and time for
making decisions was needed.” Several participants identified that they didn’t like the open
space format. “The open space”. There were also questions about using the ideas that
are generated to practical effect. “Its feels like we are only on the edge of the method and we don’t
know how to bring in the results”.

By Mia Eisenstadt
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Participants and Organisations

dhr.dr.ir. G.J.M.W. Arkesteijn  (Gerrit)
VWS directeur Centraal Informatiepunt Beroepen Gezondheidszorg

Mw.dr. W. Asbeek Brusse (Wendy)
JUS senior beleidsadviseur

dhr. drs ir P.J.R. Balakirsky (Phillip)
Directeur Bedrifsvoering Utrecht

Mw K. van der Berge (Karen)
BELD lid managementteam

dhr. drs F.J.J. Berkhout (Frank)
VWS unitmanager bedrijfsovoering

dhr. dr.R. den Besten (Remco)
Ven W directeur Weer

Mw. Drs. L. Bezemer (Lilian)
VROM clustermanager Uitvoeringsagenda Nota Ruimte

Dhr. dr RV Bijl (Rob)
VWS adjunct- directeur Sociaal en Cultureel Planbureau

dhr. drs. H. de Boer (Herman)
Gem. Verandermanager Dienst Gemeentelijke Belastingen

Mw. A. Van Boxtel (Annelies)
BZK taakveldmanager EC Rijksadvies

Mw. Drs G.I. Brummelman (Ingrid)
AZ hoofd unitacademie

mw. A  Costeris (Annemarie)
EZ

mw. F M Damme
LNV lid MT Plantkundige Dienst

mw. G. Deekens (Gerda)
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mw. L. Donner Voriskova (Lydie)
VenW directeur  Bedrijfsvoering Noord Holland

dhr. mr. drs. J.W. Duijzer (Jan Willem)
LNV directeur Bedrifsvoering VWA

dhr. F. Erkel (Frank)
stadsdeelsecretaris van Geuzenveld Slotermeer Amsterdam

mw. BCM Gijsbers (Brigit)
V&W plv. Directeur Continentaal Transport en hoofd programma Spoor

dhr. JD van der Haar MBA (Jos)
BZK Consultant MD Bureau ABD

mw. drs. WEJ Hamberg, (Wil)
VenW  algemeen secretaries Overlegorgananen

dhr. ir. J. M. Handele (Jacques)
VROM directeur Bestuurszaken

mw. drs. I van der Hee MBA (Ineke)
VenW hoofdingeneur- directeur Utrecht

dhr. drs P.R. Heij (Peter)
VenW plv.  secretis generaal

dhr. R. Van Hensberg (Rob)
BZK Beleidsmedewerker

mw. Drs. N. Hopman
ROI projectmanager

dhr. Drs. J.F. Jeekel (Hans)
Topadviseur Kennis Innovatie en Internationale Zaken

dhr. drs. AB Jur jus (André)
EZ plv. directeur Energiemarkt

dhr. ir JJG Kliest (Jan)
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VWS hoofd Centrum voor Inspectieonderzoek, Milieucalamiteiten en Drinkwater

dhr. L. Klinkers (Leon)
VenW Unitmanager Advies Inspectie

dhr. Dr. P. van der Knaap (Peter)
AR directeur directie II

mw. drs. M.J. Koolen (Martijn)

dhr. drs. L. Kootstra (Lenie)
VWS directeur Internationale Zaken

mw. ir. M.A.G. Kuipers (Marianne)
Verandermanager
LNV plv directeur Dienst Uitvoering VWA

dhr. G.M. Landheer (Guido)
EZ waarnemend directeur Coordinatie, Strategie en Internationaal

mw. drs. SM Maier (Sylvie)
BZK consultant Management Development Bureau ABD

dhr. drs E.M. Meekes (Edwin)
VenW Projectdirecteur

mw. M.L. Meijer (Margreet)
JUS directeur Programmamanagement

mw. H. C. Mosselman (Heleen)
Ven W hoofdinspecteur Toezichteenheid Personenvervoer

dhr. Drs. A.M. van Muijen (Mirko)
OCW Senior beleidsmedewerker

dhr. J.P.R. Mulder MSc (Peter)
SZW directeur Gemeenschappelijke Organisatie Bedrijfsvoering

dhr. J.M. Mulders (Jacques)
BZK directeur Innovatie Ontwikkeling en Opleiding Bureau ABD

mw. drs. Y.D.M. van Otterdijk (Yvonne)
BZK projectleider doorontwikkeling Arbeidsmarktcommunicatie
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dhr. drs. PHB Pennekamp (Peter)
BZK hoofd ABD Interim

dhr. drs H.H. Post (Henk)
OCW directeur Auditdienst

dhr. drs F.J.J. Princen MPA (Frans)
DEF hoofd Operationeel Beleid

dhr. mr M.N. Prinsen (Maarten)
BZK programmamanager Democratie

dhr. Mr. E. Riks (Ewald)
JUS kwartiermaker projectdirectie Veiligheid

dhr. A.J Schölvink (Arend- Jan)
VEn W directeur Juridische Zaken

mw. dr. E.M.A. van Schoten RA (Ellen)
AR directeur directie I

dhr. Drs J.F. Schrijver (Jan)
BZK Senior coördinerend beleidsmedewerker

dhr. drs. E. Smit (Ed)
LNV projectdirecteur Implementatie personeels en salarissystemen

dhr. prof. dr. Smits, (Rene)
EZ juridisch raadadviseur

dhr. drs ing . H van der Star (Humberto)
VenW Rijksinterim Manager

mw. M.E.H. Sterk (Monique)
Fin  Beleidsmedewerker

dhr. dr P. Stienstra (Pieter)
VenW directeur Infrastructuur DWW

mw. M.J. van Strien MBA (Marja)
VenW algemeen directeur Shared Service Organisatie
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mw. drs. Z.T.K. Tan (Zoë)

dhr. M. Tichelaar (Mark)

mw. R.C.E.H. van Tilburg- van der Wiel (Renata)
BZH hoofd Strategie, Informatiemanagement en Managementadvies

dhr. ing, J.C.M. Veenman (Jan)
AZ directeur dienst Publiek  en Communicatie

dhr ir A.W. Velema (Auke)
Ven W directeur Maritieme Veiligheid

dhr. drs. K. Vijbrief (Kees)
BZK directeur Management development Eenheid

dhr. drs.  J.G. Vlaanderen (Jan)
UWV directieadviseur Werkgeverszaken UWV

mw. mr. drs. S Voortman (Saskia)
FIN directeur Bestuurlijke en Juridische Zaken

dhr. dr. G. Vos (Ger)
LNV directeur InnovatieNetwerk Groene Ruimte en Agrocluster

dhr. W.J. de Vries, (Wijnand)
Beleidsmedewerker

dhr. mr. T. Vugt (Thierry)
LNV stafmedewerker Toezicht

mw. drs. E.M. van Vulpen (Elzeline)
BZK consultant Management Development Bureau ABD

mw. K. Waanders (Kim)
Jus Beleidsmedewerker Kansspelbeleid

dhr. mr J.W. Weck (Jan Willem)
BZK directeur generaal voor de Algemene Bestuursdienst

mw. Ir. A. Wijbenga (Anneke)
VWS algemeen secretaris van de Gezondheidsraad
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dhr. drs. R.E.P. Yorks (Romeo)
BZK consultant Management Development Bureau ABD

dhr. M. J Zandstra (Theo)
VenW Hoofd Programma Luchtverkeer
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